Sarachim:
Do we need a recap?
Eva Roe:
RECAP THE FIRST: We spoke with Kheini for a while, then got attacked by Vurziveh's mages. 
After a long and epic confrontation, in which Eric and Wybren got separated from the group, we 
managed to kill two of them, with Khieni's forces taking out two more at heavy losses. Captain 
Doburn was killed in the fighting, and Kheini was severely injured. It ended with us wondering 
what to do next.
Eva Roe:
RECAP THE SECOND: Meanwhile, Eric and Wybren wound up bumping into Clover. After a 
bunch of rolls ranging from epic to questionable, Clover was chased off by Seela. Seela was sent 
by Kheini to look for the goblins. Ericbren joined her, heading to the goblin cave. Along the way, 
they bumped into ol'whasisname the goblin spy, who accompanied them back. They arrived at 
the cave and found Thuja. After much consternation and negotiation, Thuja agreed to come back 
to Kheini's camp. Forglung also agreed to come back as well, and the session ended with them 
arriving back at camp.
Eric:
Now for the Council of Elrond?
Wybren:
(Oh, right. The Ring. Forgot all about it.)
Sarachim:
Okay. You leave Kheini to rest in her tent. Outside, you make small talk with the soldiers a little, 
and eat some of your rations. Eva helps the healers as they work deep into the night. You manage 
a quick nap here or there, but it's a short and uncomfortable one. You regain 1 HP and 1 stamina 
each when you're woken by a large group of voices. Eric and Wybren have returned, with Seela, 
Thuja, the goblins, and some new humans in tow.
Xiriatl:
You said there'd be time to make a couple of potions at the end of the last session. Should I roll 
for that now?
Sarachim:
Sure.
Which ones?
Xiriatl:
OK. One Stimulant and one Acid.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Sarachim:
Anyone else who has inter-session business to deal with, now's the time.
Gramzon:
I make tea for the other soldiers to cheer them up.
Wybren:
"Hi. We took a walk in the swamp and a Thuja and some goblins and humans followed us home. 
Can we keep them?"
Eric:
I attempt to help with any healing that needs to be done. (Roll for any injured dudes?)
Sarachim:
It's about two hours before dawn. You can see the sky beginning to lighten in the east. It's going 
to be a hot, foggy morning.
Sure, Triumph.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Xiriatl:
(Nice. At this rate Kheini will be on her feet in no time.)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl completes his potions successfully. Eric enters the big tent, and finds some injured people 
to help.
Wybren:
(The good rolls must come from Eric, not Dikiyoba.)
Eva Roe:
I blink and look about blearily.
Wybren:
"I'm gonna catch forty winks. Xiriatl, get your stuff of my cot. I'm going to sleep."
Xiriatl:
I swirl the acid around approvingly, briefly unstopper it to take a sniff, reel back with my eyes 
watering, re-stopper it and stick it in my belt pouch. "Fine, it's done. I'm packing up now."
Sarachim:
Most of the new group stands around, looking uncertain. Thuja stomps off into the swamp 
somewhere, out of sight.
Eva Roe:
"Erm... hello." I wave uncertainly at the newcomers.
Gramzon:
"Anyone want some tea? I have a little left."
Sarachim:
Just as Eric returns from his mission of mercy, you hear an excited murmuring inside the tent. A 
moment later, Kheini comes out, walking with a cane.
Xiriatl:
"So that's why they call you Kheini."
Sarachim:
". . . pardon?"
Xiriatl:
"Never mind."
Sarachim:
She looks much better than when you last saw her, but not exactly good. She has bags under her 
eyes and new lines in her face. A hummingbird still buzzes around her head.
Wybren:
You hear a groan from Wybren's cot.
Sarachim:
"I see you've found your errant friends. One of them sounds like I feel."
Xiriatl:
"We're better off than some, at any rate."
Sarachim:
"Too true." She turns to Eric. "I caught the short version of your story from Seela, right before 
she fell asleep in my room. Is there anything I need to get from you two directly?"
Eric:
"Not really. Thuja and the goblins are willing to help us - in Thuja's case specifically so that we'll 
all leave afterward."
Sarachim:
"Ah, yes, Thuja. Against my better judgment, I'm eager to meet him. For now, since you're here, 
let's talk hunting."
Eva Roe:
"Hunting?"
Sarachim:
"You know, strategy. How we will pursue the quarry of success through the swamp of adversity."
Xiriatl:
"How to get to Vurziveh and knock his block off, you mean?"
Eva Roe:
"Oh. I thought... nevermind."
Sarachim:
"Exactly, Xiriatl. I have some ideas, but first I'd like to hear yours."
Xiriatl:
"Well, somehow I don't think having you lure him in is a viable plan any more."
Eric:
"I assume we'll find him at his place of power, to the south, right? No longer at his castle?"
Sarachim:
"You will. He will not leave it for anything, I think. It's only there that he can control the winds 
like he does."
Eric:
"How well guarded is it? Could some our forces make a feint at the castle that will draw his 
guards away from him and to the castle? It might make it easier for a strikeforce to get through to 
him."
Xiriatl:
"Do you happen to have a very large quantity of explosives? Because if so, we could just knock 
down the bit of the mountain he's standing on."
Sarachim:
"I know where it is, but I have not been there in some time now. I do not know how he has 
changed the place, or what defenses he may have built."
"Sadly, his bit of mountain is on top of the rest of it."
Xiriatl:
"Well, it never hurts to ask."
Eva Roe:
"Don't suppose you know of any back entrances or lesser-used routes up the mountain?"
Sarachim:
"If you could get close enough, sure, explosives would help, but you'd have to climb up there 
first. Mount Blasfjelkone would be a difficult climb even if there was nobody trying to stop you. 
And he will be watching every approach now. He's not an idiot, despite how he comes across."
Eric:
 "Do you think the diversionary tactic would help at all?"
Xiriatl:
"Be that as it may, if he won't come to us, we have to go to him."
Sarachim:
She thinks about Eric's remark. "It might. He will definitely be expecting us to come, but he does 
not know about all of us. A smaller group might go unnoticed."
Eric:
"Also, can we do anything to wear him out before we attack? I'm just brainstorming here...but 
could we something that would make him want to work some really weather magic, that would 
wear him out before we attack?"
"I don't know, build siege engines or somethings?"
Sarachim:
"Hmm. Well, he will probably try to kill the diversionary force. That may tire him out some."
"The mountain is three days south of here by foot, at best. The problem would be keeping his 
attention for that long without losing a decisive battle. If he beats us before you get to him, our 
diversion won't do any good."
Eva Roe:
"Can Vurziveh detect animals controlled or under orders by you?"
Sarachim:
"Well, he can see them, the same way he sees most things. He won't know they're with me, if 
that's what you mean, but I'm sure he'd be suspicious."
Xiriatl:
"If you could distract him with a flock of birds at a convenient moment so that he's looking above 
him instead of below..."
Eva Roe:
"Actually, I was thinking scouts. Learn more about their defenses and so forth."
Sarachim:
"Not a bad idea, Eva. But we'd have to stay together until they returned, which means waiting 
here. The whole point of a diversion is that your group is somewhere else."
Xiriatl:
"Well, we had Survi. But then he died. Also before he died he was trying to kill us."
Eric:
"Yes, that was inconvenient."
Eva Roe:
I rub my temple, trying to think.
Xiriatl:
"If we can't get Vurziveh himself down, we should at least try to lure out some of his mages."
Eric:
"Right."
Eva Roe:
"Thing is, last time we fought his mages, we wound up getting slaughtered. Dozens of losses on 
our side for four of them."
Eric:
"I don't suppose there would be more than one way up the mountain? It would be nice if we could came at him from two directions."
"Right, we don't want a head-on attack."
"But have been successful at more hit-and-run style tactics, like our visit to the keep when we 
rescue Grammy."
"And we ended up leading quite a band of soldiers into the woods after us."
"That's the kind of thing we need to do again."
"To get Vurzy's guards away from him."
Eva Roe:
"I dunno... I think that, if we have a shot at all... and I seriously doubt that we do, but if we do, I 
think we've only got the one shot."
Xiriatl:
"So the diversionary force attacks just long enough to seem like a serious threat, then retreats far 
enough to draw the bulk of their forces out to crush them... and we sneak in some other way 
while they're occupied?"
Eric:
"Something like that. These things always work better when you talk about them than they do in 
practice."
Xiriatl:
"An obvious drawback to the plan is that the diversionary force spends quite a bit of time getting 
crushed. Fortunately, we won't be part of that force."
Eric:
"You're forgetting the part where the diversionary force runs away. They shouldn't get crushed."
Xiriatl:
"Runs away. From an army of weather mages. Down a mountain."
Eric:
 "Don't be so pessimistic."
Xiriatl:
"I'm just pointing out the facts of the matter."
Eva Roe:
"We've already seen what these mages can do. They can outpace anyone on foot. Anyone 
attacking head-on wouldn't be able to retreat."
"Well, not successfully."
Eric:
"Xir, can you mystically divine anything helpful?"
Xiriatl:
"I can try. It's a long shot, since I'm only going from others' descriptions of the mountain..."
"Describe its location to me as well as you possibly can." I concentrate and attempt to form a 
Vision of the seat of Vurziveh's power.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Sarachim:
"All right. It's a tall, stony mountain, with steep cliffs leading to its peak. At the peak, there's a 
very flat space where you can see a long way in every direction."
Eric:
"Hmm...I'm a night attack is better than approaching in broad daylight."
Sarachim:
"You plan to climb a mountain in the dark?"
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Well, I don't see any defences. Vurziveh is meditating alone in a hut."
"So the question is, where's everyone else?"
"Wait, I have a spell for that, too." I attempt to Locate Clover.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Sarachim:
"Probably somewhere near him. He hardly allows anyone onto the peak itself any more."
Eric:
"I'm just brainstorming; I'm no tactician. I'm also wondering...could a small, picked force move 
quickly and reach the mountain without being noticed? Meanwhile while our main army could 
march south at a slower pace. If Vurzy and his minions just watch the main army, and prepare 
accordingly, the strikeforce could hit before they expect to get attacked?"
Xiriatl:
 "Hmm. Well, they're not sneaking around to attack us from the north. That's something."
Sarachim:
"In fact. . . " Kheini's face brightens, and she stands a little straighter. "if he sends his people out 
to fight us, he'll have to stay behind alone on the mountain! That would be the time to strike!"
Xiriatl:
"Of course, that relies on us going undetected."
Sarachim:
"Fortunately, we do have a way to send a small group south invisibly. It won't get you all the way 
there, but Vurziveh won't know to expect it either." She pauses. "It's a little. . . unorthodox."
Eric:
"...that's what I said at the beginning about a diversionary attack..." I whisper.
Xiriatl:
"Does this involve getting swallowed by a large animal?"
Sarachim:
"Only figuratively."
"Maybe we'd better go to the beach, so I can show you."
Eric:
"Lead on."
Eva Roe:
I nod silently.
Xiriatl:
"As you wish."
Wybren:
"Zzz..."
Xiriatl:
"Should I wake him up?"
Sarachim:
Kheini walks off slowly toward the beach, leaning heavily on her cane with each step.
Eva Roe:I follow.
"Let him have his rest."
Sarachim:
"Let him sleep if he wants. We've got a little time."
Xiriatl:
"Aw. And I had my wake-up juice all ready to go." I proudly tap the vial of acid in my belt 
pouch.
Sarachim:
A few minutes later, you're back at the beach. Some of the sailors and marines are in their camp, 
but most are down at the water's edge. They're working on. . . something you can't make out 
clearly from here."
Wybren:
(Sorry that I'm not participating in the conversation, but everyone else is saying what I would 
want to, and sleeping is what Wybren after an all-nighter and at half-stamina would do.)
Xiriatl:
"What is that? Are they building some kind of boat for us?"
Sarachim:
Gramzon falls behind the group.
"Yes, it's like a boat."
Eva Roe:
"...oh gods."
Sarachim:
She leads you on, and you see what they're working on. It is, in fact, like a boat, but closed on the 
top. A metal hatch on top is the only entrance you can see.
Eric:
"Fascinating."
Eric:
"Where did you get it?"
Eva Roe:
"...On second thought, how practical is this idea of getting swallowed by an animal?"
Sarachim:
"The dwarves built it. They're amazing at this kind of thing."
Eric:
"How is it propelled?"
Sarachim:
"We know Vurziveh controls the sky, which means he might see anything that goes on the 
ground. But underwater, well, you'll be invisible."
Xiriatl:
"It goes underwater?"
Eva Roe:
(Huh. I guess we got a sub. :P )
Eric:
...(LOL!!!)
Sarachim:
Kheini smiles at Eric silently. A group of dolphins begins leaping out of the water nearby, playing and whistling.
Eric:
I look from the dolphins to her, and back, and smile. "Impressive."
Xiriatl:
"So it's sort of like an oxcart. Except actually not at all like one."
Sarachim:
"Exactly. Except not."
Eva Roe:
"...We're going to die. We're going to die. It's now official. We're dead. We are so dead..."
Sarachim:
"So, if you agree, this can take you south along the coast to the mouth of a river. That river 
comes down from the mountains. If you follow it up its valley, you'll be farther from us than 
Vurziveh will expect, and only vulnerable for one day of travel."
"Assuming this thing works, I mean."
Xiriatl:
"It's untested?"
Sarachim:
"Well, not entirely. Sargeant Ruos assures me it rises and sinks as designed, and that it's 
watertight."
Xiriatl:
History check: is X familiar with similar forms of conveyance and their notable past failures?
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
(You know, I saw that coming.)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl has never heard of something like this failing before. :P
Eric:
"Wow. If we could time our travel so that we'd rest in the day while traveling, and leave 
the...dolphin-cart at night, we could reach the mountain stealthily and attack at dawn. Meanwhile 
the rest of the army could be that diversion, hopefully keepking Vurzy's attention, even if all you 
do is slowly march south, not ever getting in range of him."
Sarachim:
"Sounds like a plan."
Eva Roe:
"...how does this thing even work?"
Sarachim:
"Well, I'm not a mariner, but we harness the dolphins to the front and they tow it. I'll tell them 
which way to go before you leave."
Eva Roe:
"Ah. Next question. Why do you hate me so much?" I look extremely apprehensive.
Sarachim:
"There's a crank inside that controls depth somehow. Ruos explained it to me, but I was kind of 
wounded at the time."
Xiriatl:
"So all we have to worry about is being mistaken for food by passing dire krakens."
Sarachim:"The krakens will leave you alone. They are with us, not him."
She pointedly ignores Eva.
Eric:
"Maybe you could summon dire sea kittens to defend us?"
(at Eva)
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Eva Roe:
I pointedly ignore Eric.
Eric:
"Well, I guess we should see how this thing works."
Sarachim:
"That's the spirit! So, um, you climb in the top, I think."
Eva Roe:
"So... when do we leave?"
Xiriatl:
"I suppose we should." I climb on top and try to open the hatch.
Eric:
I climb aboard too.
Sarachim:
"As soon as you think best, Eva. You can rest a while if you need it, and if you think you can 
spare the time,"
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Xiriatl:
"We can rest while we're on board. It'll take a day or two to get there, right?"
Sarachim:
The workers make a lane, watching you with a mix of fear and apprehension. You walk across a 
short pier, up a ladder on the side, and onto the strange craft. The hatch opens easily.
Eric:
"You said it'll take...about a day to get to place on the river south of the mountain?"
Sarachim:
Kheini yells from somewhere back on the beach. "That's right!"
Inside, you can see a featureless wooden interior. It's dry, thankfully.
Eva Roe:
"Come, Patches." I apprehensively approach the craft.
Sarachim:
Patches follows obediently.
Kheini yells again. "The sergeant says it's ready to sail when you are. Wait, is sail the right 
word?"
A pause. "You know what I mean."
Xiriatl:
"It's somehow more comforting than 'swim'."
I look for a seat.
Oh, wait, it's featureless. I sit on the floor, then.
"You know, somebody should go fetch Wybren if we're leaving."
Eric:
"So if we leave now, in the morning, we can rest all day in the underwater boat, arrive at 
nightfall, and sneak toward the mountain tonight, and attack tomorrow?"
"Sounds like we should get going."
Sarachim:
There's a crank inside, mounted on a side wall, but otherwise nothing but bare wood.
"Also, Gramzon! He's wandered off!"
Eva Roe:
"...Not again!"
Eric:
I collect any supplies (food, water) we'll need, too.
Sarachim:
Leitha follows you into the sub, muttering darkly to herself, and sits down.
Eva Roe:
I board the sub with Patches, finding a nice place to lay down.
Sarachim:
Okay. The three of you sit inside the sub. It's very dark in here.
Xiriatl:
"I suppose starting a fire for some light wouldn't be a good idea."
Sarachim:
Eric finds some spare food and water in the sailors' camp. You'll have plenty for a three-day trip.
Eva Roe:
"Not particularly."
Eric:
"Okay, now what are the rest of you going to do while we're doing this?"
Eva Roe:
"Get some more sleep... or try to, anyway."
Sarachim:
"We'll gather our forces and march south, to the mountain. Oh, I forgot! Is there anyone else here 
you'd like to bring with you?"
"Ruos tells me his. . . craft can hold eight."
Eva Roe:
(Gah, I thought Eric was back with the sub)
Xiriatl:
"I should probably get some sleep too. There isn't really enough light to see what I'm working on, 
and I'm almost out of reagents anyway."
Eric:
"I'd love to bring one of the goblins; they're masterful scouts."
 "And...I'd like to invite Thuja too. He's...important.”
Sarachim:
"Okay. Forglung's back by my tent, you'll have to arrange it with him if you're taking one of his 
people."
Eric sees Thuja walk wordlessly across the beach toward the sub, scowling. He must have been watching somewhere nearby.
He climbs in and sits down. Sharky runs at his heels.
Eric:
I deposit the supplies I collected in the underwater boat, then go off to see Forglung.
Eva Roe:
"Hello."
Sarachim:
"Oh, it's you."
Xiriatl:
"Yes. We heard you were helping us."
Sarachim:
"I am. I don't want to talk about it."
Wybren:
(Don't want to prompt people here, but Eric should probably grab Wybren while he's at it.)
Eric:
(I was planning to)
Wybren:
(Great.)
Eva Roe:
I keep Patches close and away from the shark.
Wybren:
(Two mascots enter! One mascot leaves! Two mascots enter! One mascot leaves!)
Sarachim:
The shark settles at Thuja's feet and stays there. You think you hear it snoring.
After a few minutes of awkward silence, Gramzon, Eric, and Wybren come in with most of your 
stuff. Bafon the goblin is with them.
Eva Roe:
I shift my pack and position it as a makeshift pillow. Then I pull out a small vial of potion.
"You're back."
Xiriatl:
"And his front's here, too."
Sarachim:
You hear some rumbling outside, along with what sounds like the squeaking of frustrated 
dolphins, and the craft shifts a little.
Gramzon:
"What is this thing?" I inspect the craftsmanship of it.
Sarachim:
Outside, someone yells, "Submerge, and you're good to go!"
Wybren:
I walk down the beach. "Well, at least this way I'll have some time away from Thuja. Talking to 
him was like pounding nails into steel. With my face. This is crazy, but at least-" I get to the sub. 
"Oh. Hello!"
Xiriatl:
I look for a lever to pull.
Eric:(Is everyone aboard?)
Sarachim:
There's just the crank. There's an arrow pointing clockwise around it.
(Yes, everyone's aboard.)
Eric:
Then we turn the crank, I guess.
Sarachim:
Thuja: "Hello."
Wybren:
"Well, erm, back to sleep for me!"
Gramzon:
"And a hello to you too, I don't believe that we have met before."
Eva Roe:
"If we start drowning, do NOT wake me up. I don't want to know."
Sarachim:
You close the hatch, and turn the crank. You can feel the boat sink, then start to move off. It's 
pitch black in here now.
Eva Roe:
I down the potion and curl up on my pack.
Sarachim:
"Yes we have. My name's Thuja."
Wybren:
"Not to be uncheery-like, but are we going to have enough air in this thing?"
Sarachim:
"I'd tell you to go away, but, well, you know."
Xiriatl:
"We were told it was safe for up to eight people on this journey, so..."
Before heading off to sleep, I cast Portent just to make sure we're not in immediate danger.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Gramzon:
 "Funny, I only remember being told about you. I'm Gramzon."
Sarachim:
There's some kind of air-hose extending out of the roof.
"Oh. I must've mistook you for this idiot I know."
Eric:
"Thuja has known MANY idiots over the years."
Sarachim:
Eva snores softly.
Gramzon:
"Fools tend to do that," I chuckle a little and find a place to sit.
Xiriatl:
"We're safe. Feel free to get some sleep, everyone." I lie down and rest as best I can.
Eric:
"Where are you from, Thuja? If I may ask?" I whisper softly so as not to disturb the others.
Sarachim:
"Here, originally. Then I traveled a bit. Then I came back."
Eric:
"Oh." I frown.
"Xir had a vision, you see, that said you'd be important to me, somehow. And, well, I'm not from 
around here."
Sarachim:
The boat's ride is remarkably smooth. You can barely tell you're moving at all. You can't tell how 
fast you're going, or how much time passes.
Sarachim:
"Mm-hmm."
Eric:
(If the conversation dies, then Eric goes to sleep too)
Sarachim:
Thuja's not talking. :P
Eric:
* sleeps *
Wybren:
"Zzz..."
Sarachim:
One by one, you doze off. Some time later, you all wake up when you feel the boat change course 
suddenly. You're all thrown in a heap against the port side.
Eric:
"Oof!"
(Also, HP/STA regained?)
Wybren:
"Bwah! We going for the river mouth now?"
Sarachim:
 (2/2, except for Eva, who gets 2/4 for sleeping so peacefully.)
Sarachim:
The force keeps you pinned to the wall. You seem to be going in a circle.
Eric:
"I guess we need to see what's UP."
"Eva, could you cast a healing spell on me please?"
Eva Roe:
I blearily come around.
"I thought I said not to wake me... what's going on?"
Xiriatl:
"Ow. Nobody open the hatch, okay? We're safe until we get out. I think we must be trapped in 
some kind of whirlpool."
Eric:
"How will we get out without going up to the surface and opening the hatch?"
Xiriatl:
I try to get a Vision of what's going on immediately outside the dolphin-cart.
Eric:(out of the hypothetical whirlpool)
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
"Well, we're still underwater."
"That's something."
Eric:
I try to get a feel for what's happening (perception).
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Eric:
"Our movement is awfully smooth. It seems like the dolphins themselves are pulling us in the 
circle, not stuck in anything."
Eva Roe:
"Should we surface?"
Xiriatl:
"Well, perhaps they're in a holding pattern and waiting for us to get out. I wish they could have 
been less rough about it, though."
Eric:
I turn the crank to rise to the surface (though I don't open the hatch yet).
Wybren:
In the meantime, I open up my cittern case and wrap up the instrument with spare clothing, in 
case we do have to open the hatch. I also de-string my crossbow so the string doesn't get 
damaged.
Eva Roe:
I gather up my pack.
Sarachim:
Okay. The crank is harder to turn the other way, but you manage it. Eventually, it won't go any 
further.
The boat stops.
Eric:
"I hope that's a good sign. Everyone ready?"
Eva Roe:
"Do I have a choice?"
Xiriatl:
"No point in sitting around here forever."
Eric:
I open the hatch.
And look out.
Sarachim:
Okay. It opens easily. You're floating near the coast, in a place you've never seen before.
The roots of mangrove trees reach down into the water here. Spaces of open water between them 
form inlets that extend further back than you can see.
Eric:
"So far so good. Umm...dolphins, can you get us a little closer to the shore?"
Sarachim:One of them whistles, and they start to pull you in slowly. You pass under the trees, into a maze 
of waterways covered by low branches.
They block out some of the late afternoon sun.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. So I guess we have to find our own way into the mountains from here."
Eric:
"That's what Bafon is here for." I smile.
Sarachim:
Bafon: "That's right. There's always a path."
The dolphins pull you in a little further, until you can no longer see the ocean. You feel the boat 
run aground on a mud bank.
Just under the water, Eric can see a team of dolphins in harnesses looking up at him.
Eric:
"Thank you." I look back.
Wybren:
"Well, shall we?"
Sarachim:
They all whistle back, and dive under the water. A minute later, you can see them swimming 
away from you, back out to sea.
Eva Roe:
"Let's go."
Eric:
I climb down, and onto land.
Eva Roe:
I climb out of the boat and onto land.
Gramzon:
I'm going to guess that we all got out of the ship then?
Eric:
While the others leave the cart, I try to heal myself.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Eva Roe:
I also whistle Patches to my side.
Sarachim:
Eric heals himself for 5.
Wybren:
I disembark, and re-string my crossbow once I'm on dry ground. "That went better than I 
expected. Much better than the roc harness we tried a couple of years back."
Sarachim:
Patches leaps out of the boat and onto Eva's shoulder. You're standing on a rare empty patch of 
muddy ground, between the trees and the water.
Eva Roe:
I pet Patches. "Good boy."
Sarachim:
Leitha follows you out sullenly.
Eric:I look to Bafon. "Time to shine. We want to get to that mountain without being seen."
Xiriatl:
As the rest of the party talks, I poke around in the mud, looking for any alchemically useful 
plants growing among the mangroves.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Sarachim:
You find a single water reagent.
Eva Roe:
"Erm... where is it?"
I look around for the mountain.
Sarachim:
Through a gap in the trees, you can see a mountain on the western horizon.
Eva Roe:
"Ah, there it is."
Sarachim:
Bafon: "Well, if we go westish, we should get out of the delta and find the river. The key is not 
making a false step on the way."
Eric:
I nod, and stand ready to go.
Eva Roe:
I stand ready as well.
Sarachim:
Bafon picks out a path through the trees, and sets off on it without a word.
Xiriatl:
"And then we just follow the river upstream, and hope Vurziveh doesn't predict that." I put away 
the herbs I found and follow Bafon.
Eva Roe:
I follow Bafon.
Gramzon:
I follow.
Sarachim:
Roll perception, everyone.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Wybren:
(Seriously, what is with me and 2s? Better than 1s, I suppose.)
Xiriatl:
I whisper. "Fishermen. Over there."
Eric:
"Shh."
Eric:
"Should we talk to them, or leave them alone?"
Eva Roe:
"..."
Xiriatl:
"Give me a moment." I cast Portent to see if I can sense any danger from the fishermen.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Gramzon:
I take a better look.
Eric:
...
Yay Thuryl!
Xiriatl:
"Pirates."
"Wybren, make them sleep?"
Wybren:
"On my way. Watch your cat, Eva." Is Wybren close enough to them to start singing, or should 
he sneak up first?
Sarachim:
You're about as close as you can get without swimming. They're in a boat in the water near you.
Eva Roe:
I stay back and hang onto Patches.
Eric:
I remain back out of sight.
Sarachim:
You can see them now. There are two of them, a human and a dwarf, both male.
Wybren:
I begin a Soothing Lullaby on the two, starting ever so softly (Enchantment):
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Eric:
Whispering "Why not just move on? They might have friends nearby."
Xiriatl:
"It's not like we have anything worth stealing."
Sarachim:
Fishing is a pretty sedentary activity, so it takes a while before you notice an effect. Soon, 
though, they slump forward and stop moving. Their boat drifts toward your group.
Xiriatl:
"Speaking of which, we could look through their stuff while we're here. It's not as if they have 
any right to it..."
Eric:Quietly "Shouldn't we move on?"
Eva Roe:
"And the irony's a bit too good to pass up as well."
Xiriatl:
Can I use Thievery to try and dig around in their possessions for useful stuff without waking 
them up?
Wybren:
I whisper, "That boat seems handy, though."
Sarachim:
You can try it.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Eric:
"We could try to tie them up, I suppose."
Sarachim:
Xiriatl goes through the human's pockets while Leitha, grinning, works on the dwarf.
Eva Roe:
"Better they never know we were here in the first place."
Wybren:
"I suppose."
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Wybren:
"Of course, that's assuming we want to leave them be."
Xiriatl:
"A knife, 20 silver coins and a compass... hmm. Hardly worth taking. Still..." I take them.
Eva Roe:
I tilt my head. "What the...?"
Gramzon:
Is Bafon waiting on us?
Xiriatl:
I check the compass. Does this one seem to be in working order?
Wybren:
"Does this compass work, at least?"
Sarachim:
Leitha whispers. "This one's got a hatchet. And no money at all."
Eva Roe:
I get closer to the boat and examine the gunwale.
Sarachim:
The compass seems to work fine. Bafon is watching, and tapping his foot.
Gramzon:
I move over by Bafon, ready to go.
Eric:
I wait with them.
"Just because they are thieves doesn't mean we need to rob them too," I mutter.
Xiriatl:
"Eva, what is it? We're kind of on a mission here..."
Eva Roe:
"Xir, take a look at this..."
Eva Roe:
I whisper.
Xiriatl:
I take a look at this.
Eric:
???
Sarachim:
This is some black mold growing on the gunwale of the rowboat.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm." I examine it for alchemical properties.
Eva Roe:
I take out my empty potion vial from earlier, rinse it, and then take a small sample.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Sarachim:
Eva gathers a sample successfully.
Xiriatl:
"It's not any kind of mold I recognise..."
I cast Detect Magic on it.
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
"Some kind of magic on it. Not sure what."
"Anyone want to try tasting it?"
"No? Fine." I scrape off a sample of my own into a vial from my kit.
Gramzon:
I look from the party to Thuja, "Yeah, I now see what you meant earlier."
Sarachim:
Okay. Xiriatl gets a sample, too.
Wybren:
"How's about we move on? Or take the boat? Bafon, think we should go by boat?"
Sarachim:
Thuja: "I know, right?"
Bafon: "A boat would be nice. . . "
Wybren:
I keep an eye on the two, ready to lull them back to sleep if able.
Xiriatl:
"So what do we do with these pirates, then?"
Eric:
I roll my eyes. "Piracy from pirates? Really?"
Sarachim:
They're still snoozing.
Gramzon:"Care to give me a hand with this Thuja?" I walk over to the boat.
Xiriatl:
"I suppose we could just cut their throats. I mean, it's not like they'd be a great loss to the world."
Sarachim:
Bafon: "Technically, if our victims are pirates, we'd be privateering."
Wybren:
(brb hope not too long)
Eric:
Eric frowns.
Eva Roe:
"...Remember the last time some of you tried to just kill people?"
Eric:
"I don't think Sliros approves of slitting the throats of sleeping victims."
Eva Roe:
"Let's just drop 'em on the shore."
Sarachim:
Bafon continues. "Plus, Kheini is formally a head of state, and we're acting under her orders. That 
makes us law enforcement."
Xiriatl:
"So, what? You want to wake them up and then kill them?"
Eric:
"That helps..." I nod at Bafon. "Can't we just tie them up or something?"
Gramzon:
I hope in the boat with the pirates in it and row it out a ways in the water. Then I dump them both 
over the side and row back to shore.
Eva Roe:
...
Eric:
I watch in surprise.
Eva Roe:
"Well, I guess it's settled."
Eric:
"That...was 'or something,' I guess."
Wybren:
(Somebody needed my help. Turns out their Facebook profile wasn't working. OH NOES!)
Xiriatl:
"Yes, let us dump the sleeping pirates into the mud. That is exactly the right thing to do, 
Gramzon."
Sarachim:
Gramzon rows the boat out into the middle of the water, and throws the pirates in. They wake up, 
very surprised.
"What the hells. . ?" They see Gramzon in their boat, and start swimming like mad for the further 
shore.
Eva Roe:
"...So much for taking them by surprise."
Xiriatl:
"You know, if they're pirates they probably have a crew."
"I'm just saying."
Wybren:
 "Look, we should have either let them be, or tied them up or something. Compromise doesn't 
work like this."
Sarachim:
As you watch, they gradually get away. They'll be on dry-ish land soon.
Eva Roe:
I cast Arcatan's Frost on the pirates to freeze them in the water/mud.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eric:
I try to bean them with a rock.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Xiriatl:
"We should probably just let them go. At worst, they'll be an additional distraction for Vurziveh."
Eva Roe:
(brb)
Sarachim:
The water around them is covered by a thin film of ice. It doesn't slow them down.
Eric's rock splashes harmlessly behind them.
They reach land, pull themselves out, and stop. They turn and watch you silently, looking 
confused.
Gramzon:
Once back to the shore I look back at the group. "I'm still not about to kill mindlessly just 
because it makes any of you happy. Now hop in and lets get going."
Xiriatl:
I wave the pirates off. "Go on, get out of here! Before we change our minds!"
Sarachim:
"Hey, that's our boat!"
Wybren:
"Y'know, this isn't even worth a bolt. Let's just go." I raise my voice. "Thanks!"
Gramzon:
"And thank you for letting us borrow it for the time."
Sarachim:
The dwarf pats his thigh. "And my money's gone!"
Eric:
I smile at Gramzon.
Eva Roe:
I climb in the boat.
Eric:
I go ahead and board the boat too.
Xiriatl:"Leitha, are you sure that dwarf didn't have any money?"
Xiriatl:
I get in the boat.
Eric:
How many oars does the boat have?
Sarachim:
Leitha: "'Course I'm sure. Who you gonna believe, me or some pirate?"
Only two.
Eva Roe:
"The pirate. Any day of the week."
Eric:
"...the pirate."
Xiriatl:
"No comment."
Sarachim:
There are oarlocks for more, but no oars in them.
Wybren:
"Get used to it, Xiriatl. Dibs not rowing."
Sarachim:
The human yells again. "You're stealing our boat!"
Xiriatl:
"You can have our boat in exchange, if you can find it!"
Sarachim:
"You can't do this! It's not fair!"
Xiriatl:
"You're pirates!"
Eric:
"We act in the name of the lawful ruler of this island, Lady Kheini. Be grateful we did not inflict 
more harsh justice upon you.:
Wybren:
"Again, thanks!" Softer: "Can somebody just start rowing? Gramzon? This was your idea."
Sarachim:
"No, we're fi- wait, how do you know we're pirates?"
Eva Roe:
I whisper to Eric. "...and we're telling them who we are because...?"
Xiriatl:
"I'm good at finding the truth! What does it matter to you?"
Gramzon:
"Vuriveh told us to take it, if you have a problem take it up with him." I call out.
Sarachim:
"It matters because you took our boat!"
Eva Roe:
I facepalm.
Sarachim:
The dwarf speaks up. "When we find this Kheini person, we'll cut her nose off!""Or Vurziveh! Whoever the hells your boss is!"
Gramzon:
I start rowing once everyone and the NPC's are on.
Sarachim:
Thuja and Bafon get on, and Gramzon starts rowing you up the stream.
Eric:
I try to rest.
Xiriatl:
"He's on a plateau in the mountains! I hear there's a good path up some distance away from the 
river!"
Sarachim:
"We'll get you for this!" The pirates turn and run off into the trees.
Xiriatl:
(Should I roll for the bluff?)
Sarachim:
(If you want.)
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Eric:
Ha!
Eva Roe:
I twirl the vial of mold between my fingers.
Sarachim:
They don't answer. You can't tell if they heard or believed you. Soon, the sound of their running 
fades away.
Gramzon:
I keep on rowing. I let Bafon dircet me if he wants.
Sarachim:
Bafon: "Just bear west."
Wybren:
"A gold says we meet up with them again. Any takers?"
Eva Roe:
"Thuja... have you ever seen any mold like this before?" I hold up the vial.
Sarachim:
You make your way through the water, under the trees. It's a little faster than walking, and you 
can see further.
Thuja: "No. It's not from around here."
Eric:
"I'm sure Leitha would take your gold."
Sarachim:
"Looks like something a jackass wizard would do."
Eva Roe:
I stare at it in contemplation.
Xiriatl:
"Any idea what it does?"
"I'll give you 20 silver if you taste some."
"You know, in the name of furthering knowledge."
Eric:
* breathes quietly while napping *
Sarachim:
Leitha: "Aren't you the servant of Truth, Xir?"
Xiriatl:
"What's your point?"
Sarachim:
"I think you should taste it."
Xiriatl:
"I can't very well pay 20 silver to myself."
Eva Roe:
"...can't be..."
Sarachim:
"I'll give you the 20 I took off that dwarf."
Xiriatl:
"I knew it!"
Sarachim:
"Oh, hush."
Xiriatl:
"But very well. At worst, I have almost all the ingredients I need to make a purgative."
Sarachim:
Roll perception, everyone.
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Xiriatl:
 I dip a fingertip into my vial of mold and take a very small taste.
Eva Roe:
 (...Woo, Dintiperception)
Eric:
(fitting, since I'm trying to nap)
Wybren:
(requisite 'woo')
Softly: "Boats ahead. Big ones. Two, I'm pretty sure."
"Lots of rowers on board, by the sounds of it."
Xiriatl:I spit it out. "I... don't think it's meant for eating. Or not by anyone you like, anyway."
Eric:
I sit up and look ahead.
Xiriatl:
"More pirates, do you think?"
Eva Roe:
I look ahead as well.
Gramzon:
"Anyone feel like switching from this boat to a bigger one then?"
Sarachim:
You can all hear the boats coming now, but they're still around a bend.
Wybren:
"Maybe. But I don't think dumping them in the mud would work this time."
Gramzon:
(Ahead us like up the river?)
Wybren:
"Let's pull over and hide."
Eric:
"Let's get out of the way, onto the land, quickly!" I whisper
Sarachim:
(It's not a river yet so much as a saltwater maze, but yes, ahead like that.)
Gramzon:
I start rowing to the shore that has some cover on it.
Eva Roe:
I nod and stow the sample away.
Sarachim:
Okay. You reach the shore quickly. The boats sound like they'll be in sight in a few seconds 
more.
Gramzon:
"Everyone out now." I pull the boat out of the water and behind some cover.
Eric:
I try to hide.
Saralfur entered the room.
Eva Roe:
I get out and take cover on the shore.
Eva Roe:
(Hiya nik)
Xiriatl:
('Bout time. You want to take over Leitha?)
Wybren:
I help out Gramzon, then try to hide once the boat's hidden.
Sarachim:
(Someone catch Nikki up?)
(I'll brb in one second.)
Xiriatl:(We took a submarine to a river delta below V's mountain.)
(Then we got out and surprised some pirates.)
Eva Roe:
(And stole their coins and boat)
Wybren:
(Thuja and Bafon are travelling with us.)
Leitha:
(gah, so so so so sorry. I was *almost* an uncle, so have been at the hospital. False alarm as it 
turned out, but Sorry!!)
Xiriatl:
(Now we're looking at two more ships.)
:(
Gramzon:
(Cangrats are in order soon then.)
Leitha:
(Definitely, but seriously, I already berated her for the bad timing. So. We're at V's lair, I assume, 
and I hope Leitha did her share of the pilfering.)
Xiriatl:
(We're heading for it, anyway.)
Eva Roe:
(No, we're at a river delta near the mountain)
(And there's pirates.)
Eric:
(BUt yes, she did pilfer. From the pirates)
Xiriatl:
(Also, you owe me the 20 silver coins you found because you dared me to taste a vial of black 
mold and then I did.)
(It was bad.)
Leitha:
(Okay. :p Who's been covering for me?)
Xiriatl:
(Sagachim.)
Sarachim:
(back)
Xiriatl:
(AHH SAGACHIM)
Wybren:
(It was probably actual black mold.)
Xiriatl:
So, uh, we're hiding and waiting for the ships to pass, I guess.
(Magic black mold.)
Sarachim:
(Leitha was mostly following silently, but I figured she wouldn't pass up a chance to rob 
somebody. :P)
Leitha:Thanks. :p
Sarachim:
Anyway, you can all hide yourselves without difficulty, but whoever's hiding the boat should roll 
stealth.
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Sarachim:
Gramzon fumbles clumsily with the boat, but Wybren grabs it and guides it expertly behind a 
tree. You all watch as two long rowboats round the turn and come into sight.
They have eight rowers each, and someone who looks like a lookout in front. The people in them 
are of various races, and all armed. None of them speak.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
I stay hidden.
Eric:
I remain silent and hidden.
Sarachim:
The boats are nearly past when you hear one of the lookouts yell "wait!" The rowers back water, 
and the boats stop.
Eric:
...
Xiriatl:
I stay very, very quiet and still.
Sarachim:
One pulls up alongside the other. The two lookouts talk softly with each other, and occasionally 
look or point somewhere on your side of the water.
Leitha:
Perception. Can I hear what's being said?
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
(Oh heck.)
Wybren:
("CAN YOU SPEAK LOUDER PLEASE? I CAN'T HEAR YOU.")
Xiriatl:
(You fumble at the worst times, Nikki.)
Sarachim:
Leitha pulls herself up to get a better look. The branch she's holding breaks off in her hand with a 
CRACK.
Eric:
Epic fail.
Xiriatl:
Well, I was going to cast Enhance Senses and try to hear what the lookouts are talking about, but 
I think we can take a good guess now.
Sarachim:The two lookouts both turn, and see her instantly. "Hey! You there!"
Eric:
Eric silently, stealthily grimaces, and looks at Thuja.
Sarachim:
Thuja grips his axe, and smiles.
Eva Roe:
I stay in cover.
Leitha:
I wave. "Hey, couldn't quite hear you. What's going on?"
Eric:
I glance for loose objects within arms reach, but remain hidden.
Gramzon:
(Whisper) "Draw them on the shore and we will take them out, Don't let them attack us from 
their boats."
Sarachim:
"We're looking for a big dragonborn with a group of followers. Seen anything like that?"
Eric:
I whisper
"Bluff to make them go away."
Leitha:
I nod slightly, and walk down towards the shore, away from the others.
Xiriatl:
"Tell them he went further up the mountain."
Sarachim:
Leitha emerges from cover. The people on the boats all watch her warily.
Leitha:
"I did see a dragonborn head up further into the mountain, but I wasn't sure if he was with others. 
I ducked into cover when I saw him because well, he's huge."
"And I guess I'm lucky it was you who saw me, and not him, right?"
Sarachim:
"Of course you are. Could you show us where you saw him?"
The speaker is a thin, suntanned lacewing.
Leitha:
I point further up the mountain. "I saw him pass that way. He was muttering something, but I 
didn't catch what. Sorry."
(if somebody wants to give me more details so im not clearly making things up on the spot, that'd 
be ACE!)
Sarachim:
(Heh)
Xiriatl:
(No, you'll bluff better this way.)
Eva Roe:
(I think we'd have to break our cover to do that.)
Sarachim:
Roll for the bluff.
Leitha:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
(I meant OOC, but whatev)
Xiriatl:
(Not much to tell. Gramzon decided to throw two sleeping pirates out of a boat and we stole the 
boat.)
Leitha:
(so the dragonborn they want is Gramzie?)
Xiriatl:
(That's about the size of it.)
Sarachim:
"Thank you, that's very helpful. Would you come with us to help catch him? We'd pay."
Xiriatl:
(Our plan was to lead them up to Vurziveh instead, to act as an extra distraction, see.)
Leitha:
"I don't mean to be greedy, but how much? That guy was huge, and he seemed particularly 
angry."
Eric:
(YOUR plan, maybe... :-P )
Sarachim:
"10 gold coins. All you'd have to do is guide us and point him out."
Leitha:
"I don't know. Make it 15 - I'm not really built to fight, and if he sees us following us, I'm sure 
he'll get violent. I'd rather get back home on my own two feet, not in a box."
Sarachim:
"Sure, fifteen." The speaker nods to his crew, and his boat starts rowing toward Leitha.
Xiriatl:
I roll my eyes at the rest of the party.
Eric:
(All this from a critfail...)
Eva Roe:
I frown as I listen to this.
Leitha:
I place my hands behind my back, and give my comrades a thumbs up, hidden to the boats.
Sarachim:
The other boat remains stationary in midstream. Its rowers pull just hard enough to cancel out the 
current, but they're all watching Leitha.
Eric:
I pick up a rock, stealthily.
Wybren:
I look at the others, roll my eyes as well, point to my mouth, and shrug. Then I point to my 
crossbow and shrug.
Leitha:
After I moment I raise my hands to show I'm unarmed.
Eric:I join the covert eye-rolling club.
Sarachim:
The lacewing's crew row harder for a few strokes, running their boat halfway aground. "Come 
on, honey."
Leitha:
"He wasn't far ahead though, so you guys might be able to catch him." (to the other boat)
Sarachim:
Nobody in the other boat responds.
Leitha:
Cautiously, I walk towards the lacewing's boat, keeping my hand by my dagger (but subtly so).
Sarachim:
Okay. The lacewing and his crew wait silently for you to get in.
Eric:
("Keep your distance, Chewie, but don't look like you're trying to keep your distance.")
Leitha:
I hesitate for a moment, and then get in the boat, doing my best to keep as many of the crew in 
my line of sight as I can.
Sarachim:
Okay. The crew clears a space for you toward the back, with two rowers behind you and the rest 
in front.
Four of them run their boat back into the water, jump in, and start rowing. The other boat goes 
with them.
Eva Roe:
I look at the others and mouth, "What now?"
Eric:
I shrug in puzzlement.
Sarachim:
The two boats round the bend, and are out of sight.
Eric:
...
Wybren:
I match gazes with Eva, then wave covertly in Leitha's direction.
Eva Roe:
I nod.
Eva Roe:
Then I stealthily follow behind the boats, staying out of sight.
Wybren:
Softly: "When you think about it, it's a very efficient way to deal with, what, sixteen enemies?"
Gramzon:
"Well, lets get help her earn 15 gold," I whisper. (And back.)
Xiriatl:
I follow too.
Sarachim:
Follow how?
Xiriatl:Oh, good point.
Eric:
...
Eva Roe:
Stay on shore and out of sight, but within hearing range.
Wybren:
(Shore?)
Xiriatl:
Yes, we leave the boat behind and follow along the shore.
Eric:
I follow with the rest of the group.
Sarachim:
Okay. It's slow going along the shore, but you cut across land to keep up. When you see the boats 
again, one is going in the direction Leitha pointed, and the one with Leitha in it is breaking off 
and going back toward where it came from.
Gramzon:
"I think you all should take the boat. Bafon, Thuja and I travel on land and get a head of the 
group. Then you take them from behind and we from the frount."
Eric:
I nod silently and head for the boat.
Gramzon:
(Or never mind since we all went all left already. :P)
Eric:
(Or never mind then. :-) )
Eva Roe:
"We need to keep an eye on Leitha." I whisper.
Sarachim:
You could keep following on land, or double back to the boat in about a minute.
Gramzon:
"If its me they are after then let them chase me and you all can catch them from behind unaware."
Eva Roe:
"And leave Leitha behind?" (W)
Xiriatl:
"We're not trying to get them to chase us. We're trying to get them to chase Vurziveh."
Gramzon:
"And we have Lana on the boat to help us out too."
Eric:
(Lana? LOL!)
Wybren:
(Leitha's been consistently introducing herself as 'Lana', so let's keep up the illusion with Bafon 
& Thuja.)
Eric:
(Oh)
Leitha:
(I've used several names actually, but thanks for keeping up. :p)
Sarachim:
The boat with Leitha on it is almost around another bend. The other is out of sight to the west.
Wybren:
(Though I can't remember if we've been talking amongst ourselves and used her name.)
(Oh, thought it was always Lana. My bad.)
Eva Roe:
I follow the boat with Leitha on it.
Wybren:
"Xiriatl, somehow I don't think that plan will work."
"We could claim that the 'dragonborn' they saw was actually an elven illusionist..."
"I mean, there's already one of those on the island, even if he's dead."
Sarachim:
Eva follows the boat, just barely keeping it in sight.
Eric:
I head back and get the boat.
(anyone with me?)
Wybren:
Sure, I head with Eric.
Xiriatl:
Yeah, I'll go get the boat too.
Gramzon:
I follow the others.
Xiriatl:
"This is all Leitha's fault. And she still owes me 20 silver coins."
Eric:
I collect any decent-sized rocks along the way, and stow them in the boat once I get into the 
water.
Sarachim:
Okay. You leave Eva behind, and soon reach the boat.
Eric quickly gathers some rocks.
Eric:
Once we've got the boat in the water, I board it.
I take up an oar.
"Ready to go?"
Gramzon:
"Ummm, how about we wait for them to come to us?"
Eric:
"Why would they come back here?"
Sarachim:
Bafon: "They're going the other way."
Gramzon:
"But the one with Lana was coming back."
Eric:
"Bafon, help me row. Grammy, you keep watch and come up with a plan."
Xiriatl:"It was going back to where it came from. Which isn't here, I don't think."
Eric:
I start rowing to head after the ship with Leitha on it, but row quietly.
Sarachim:
Bafon takes an oar, but Thuja shoves him aside. "Let's go already."
Gramzon:
 "Whatever, lets get going. I get abroad with the others and the NPC's.
I take look out.
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Sarachim:
You row after the other boat. You only gain on it slowly, but after a while you see it up ahead. 
Leitha's still there, and Eva's on the shore.
Eric:
"Now what?” I whisper.
Leitha:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Gramzon:
"Now we board it."
"Keep us going forward."
Eric:
I look at Thuja again, then row.
Sarachim:
You all see Leitha suddenly throw herself to one side. You hear shouts of surprise and alarm as 
the boat capsizes.
Gramzon:
I heft my spear and adjust the dagger in my belt.
Eric:
"Maybe you should roar, Gramz?"
Xiriatl:
"What does she think she's doing?"
Gramzon:
"Or not, Let get Lana out of the water quick."
Eric:
I row harder.
Wybren:
"Heh. That might work. Full speed ahead." I load my crossbow.
Sarachim:
Your boat picks up speed.
Leitha:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Gramzon:
I stab at any pirates that get near the boat with my spear.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Eric:...
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Wybren:
(I liked the typo better.)
Eric:
I keep row row rowing. For great justice.
Sarachim:
You see Leitha dive under the water, out of the grasp of one of the pirates, and re-emerge some 
distance away. She swims away from them, toward Eva.
The air around her glows red.
Eric:
...
Sarachim:
Three pirates swim after her, two grab onto their capsized boat, and the rest swim for the other 
shore.
Wybren:
"So, we taking these blokes down, or making a getaway? Once they get their boat right side up 
again, they'll be able to move faster than us."
Sarachim:
You're close enough to catch any of them at will.
Xiriatl:
"I think the time for getting away is gone."
Eric:
"We could sink their boat."
Gramzon:
I staby stab.
Wybren:
(Are we within crossbow/sling/random thrown stuff range?)
Eric:
I rowwy row.
Eva Roe:
I run forward toward Leitha.
Sarachim:
(Yes, you are.)
Xiriatl:
I sling a stone at the head of one of the pirates swimming toward Leitha.
Leitha:
As I swim away, I half-turn back and shout "15 gold says you can't catch me before my friends 
tear you limb from limb!"
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Wybren:
 I let a bolt fly as well, also at one of the pirates pursuing Leitha. (Martial):
Wybren:dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Sarachim:
Leitha's point is emphasized in the best possible way by Xiriatl's stone. The water around that 
pirate turns red.
Wybren's bolt misses.
Which way is the boat going?
Eric:
(?)
Sarachim:
Your boat. What are you rowing it toward?
Gramzon:
I roar and let out a breath of flame and then start stabbing any pirates that are near.
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Xiriatl:
...
Eric:
...
Eva Roe:
I fire Arcatan's Frost at the two pirates swimming for Leitha, freezing them and the water they're 
in.
Wybren:
(Leitha and Eva, I thought.)
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eric:
(Is that the end for our boat?)
Eva Roe:
(Sweet merciful lord, what's with my rolls?)
Eric:
I guess Thuja and I were trying to get to shore with Eva and Leitha.
Sarachim:
Leitha reachs the edge of the water, and Eva meets her there. Gramzon stands up to stab at a 
pirate just at the edge of his reach, and leans out too far. Roll saves, everyone in the boat.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Xiriatl:
(Well.)
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Sarachim:The boat tips, and Gramzon, Xiriatl, and Wybren fall in.
Wybren:
(Can lacewings swim? Here's hoping elves can.)
Xiriatl:
(We're about to find out.)
Eric:
(That leave me with Thuja and Bafon in the boat?)
Sarachim:
Eric manages to steady the boat before he falls out, and Thuja grabs Bafon just in time to save 
him.
Eric:
(Oh)
Xiriatl:
I try to grab on to the side of the boat and climb back in.
Eric:
I grab the other side of the boat, to steady it while Xir climbs in.
Xiriatl:
"No more clever tricks, Gramzon!"
Sarachim:
Two of the pirates chasing Leitha make it to shore near her. The third, the one Xiriatl wounded, 
is treading water. He seems to be grappling with something.
Wybren:
(Is Wybren pretty close to Eva & Leitha? Also, can he touch bottom?)
Eric:
(So lesson learned: we fail epically against pirates)
Sarachim:
You're close-ish, but can't touch bottom here.
Eric:
 ...
Wybren:
(I don't think we're the non-dysfunctional party anymore.)
Xiriatl:
(I was doing okay until someone knocked me into the water.)
Gramzon:
I push my spear on the boat and start swimming for shore.
Sarachim:
Roll that.
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Sarachim:
Gramzon pushes off, and makes it to shore easily.
Wybren:
I start swimming to shore as well. (Roll):
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Eric:
(Did Xir make it onto the boat?)
Sarachim:
Roll that.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Xiriatl:
(I think that's a no.)
Eva Roe:
I stare in consternation at my failed spellcasting. "Maybe something simpler..."
Eric:
I try to get back on the boat, then.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Sarachim:
Wybren follows Gramzon, but not as fast. He'll be there soon.
Gramzon:
I pull out my dagger and rush the pirates on shore.
Eva Roe:
I take aim at one of the oncoming pirates and cast a Sunbeam at it.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eva Roe:
(...)
Eric:
...
Eva Roe:
(4.)
Eva Roe:
(4 4 4 4 4 4 4...)
Leitha:
I pull my dagger and leap at one of the pirates following me. "Well, I owe you 15 gold now, so I 
suppose we're even. Stabby stabby!"
Sarachim:
Eric steadies the boat, and Thuja grabs Xiriatl and pulls him in.
Leitha:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Eric:
(Maybe Eva should take up golf?)
Xiriatl:
"Thanks for that. At least someone around here is helping."
Eric:
Now I try to get aboard the boat.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eric:
(Golf!)
Sarachim:
Eva's sunbeam has no effect. Leitha stabs, and misses narrowly.
Sarachim:
(Weren't you in the boat, Eric? Did I miss you getting out when I accidentally left?)
Eric:
(You said I fell out, I thought?)
Eva Roe:
(No)
Xiriatl:
(You already got back in)
Leitha:
"SarachimSeafello (02:58:09): Eric manages to steady the boat before he falls out,"
Xiriatl:
Oh, oops.
Eric:
(Did I miss when I got back in?)
Gramzon:
(You never fell out.)
Eric:
(Oh!)
Eric:
(I took that to mean I steadied the boat, then fell out)
Eric:
(Sorry)
Sarachim:
(Oh, I see how that was misleading.)
Xiriatl:
(How would you steady the boat if you were... never mind.)
Do I get a turn now that I'm back in the boat?
Sarachim:
The two pirates near Leitha stab at her with short swords. One hits her for 6.
The ones that swam the other way reach land and run for it.
Sarachim:
Party's turn.
Xiriatl:
I take another shot at the pirates, aiming for the head of one of the ones currently fighting Leitha.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Eric:
I grab a rock from the bottom of the boat and try to peg a pirate.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Eric:...
Leitha:
"Son of a...!"
Xiriatl:
(Glad I rolled first.)
Leitha:
I attack the pirate that hit me.
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Eva Roe:
"Stupid potion dampening my spellcasting..." I fire Frost at the pirate Leitha isn't attacking.
Wybren:
(Is Wybren going to have to change his bowstring? Otherwise he'll fire at one of the pirates 
attacking Leitha.)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl hits a pirate. Eric's stone hits Eva, for 3.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Gramzon:
I run to the pirates and tackle one.
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Eva Roe:
"Aigh!"
Eric:
...
Sarachim:
Wybren inspects his bowstring, and finds it's still usable.
Xiriatl:
(At least two of us are rolling well...)
Eva Roe:
(Hiya, Eph. Welcome to the Fail show.)
ephesossh: 
(oh hey, session)
Wybren:
"Alright, let's try this again." I take aim and fire. (Martial):
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Eva Roe:
...
ephesossh: 
(...wow)
Eric:
Ha!
Sarachim:
Leitha stabs a pirate. It moves to retaliate, but is checked by Eva’s frost spell.
Xiriatl:(You are kidding me.)
Eric:
(That's fourth critfail since we met these pirates)
Sarachim:
Wybren takes aim, but loses his balance and drops his crossbow into the water. It starts to sink.
Eric:
(Leitha, Gramzon, Eric, and now Wybie)
Eric:
Haha!
Leitha:
(this whole encounter was set up by a crtifal. Come on, it's bound to go badly. :p)
Sarachim:
Gramzon tries to grapple, to no effect.
Was that everyone?
Xiriatl:
(I used up my critfail earlier in the session on a History roll that completely didn't matter.)
Eric:
(Shh! Don't say that! Zarusa might hear you!)
Sarachim:
The pirate that attacked Leitha tries again, but misses this time. Another stabs at Gramzon, but 
the blow glances off his armor.
The third is still in the water, thrashing around. The water around him's getting redder.
Two others are still clinging helplessly to their overturned boat, and the rest have vanished into 
the trees.
Xiriatl:
I keep slinging stones at the head of the pirate attacking Leitha, since it's the only thing anyone's 
doing that's actually hitting so far.
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Eric:
...
Leitha:
(Im hitting too! :p)
I stabbity stab too.
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Eva Roe:
I fire more of Arcatan's Frost at the pirate I targeted previously.
Sarachim:
Xiriatl's stone hits the pirate in the neck, knocking him down.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Leitha:
(well I was)
Eva Roe:
(...)
Sarachim:Leitha misses. Eva cools the area down a little, but accomplishes nothing else.
Xiriatl:
(That 17 was the lowest attack roll I've made this fight.)
Gramzon:
I grab the pirate that is down and then close my mouth onto his throat crushing it with my fangs.
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Eva Roe:
(...)
Xiriatl:
(Way to use a crit on someone who was already out of the fight.)
Wybren:
"Deksel!" I scoop up my crossbow and change the bowstring. Obviously there was something 
wrong with it. "I think there's something in the water, team. Keep wounding the pirates. And 
Leitha, get out of there!"
Eric:
I row with Thuja for the shore, to pick up Leitha and Eva.
Sarachim:
Yikes. Gramzon goes all tiger-y on the downed pirate, finishing him off.
Leitha:
"Gramzy, what the hell?! He owed me, and by extension Xir, money!"
Sarachim:
Wybren recovers and restrings his crossbow.
Gramzon:
(There is still one pirate left right?)
Sarachim:
The last pirate watches in horror as Gramzon rips his confederate's throat out. He drops his sword 
and raises his hands above his head.
Xiriatl:
(Plus the two on the boat and the one getting eaten by a shark.)
Gramzon:
I look up at the other pirate and grin.
Eric:
"Lana, Eva, climb aboard!" I call as soon as we're within their reach.
Gramzon:
"I hear you were looking for me."
Sarachim:
He mutters incoherently.
Eva Roe:
I approach the pirate.
Gramzon:
"Speak up son, don't mummer."
Eva Roe:
"You going to behave?"
Leitha:
"And you owe me 30 gold. Pay up or the dragonborn gets your throat too!"
Sarachim:
Your boat reaches shore. The pirate in the water stops struggling. The last two seem to be trying 
to swim their boat to shore.
"W-w-what?"
Leitha:
(our shore or the other?)
Sarachim:
(The other.)
Leitha:
"30 gold. 15 for helping you, and then our little bet. Remember?"
Wybren:
"Hey! You two! Wanna swap boats?"
Xiriatl:
"Technically she did help you find the dragonborn you were looking for."
Eva Roe:
I pull out the vial of mold. "Now... do you know what this is?" I ask the pirate.
Sarachim:
The pirate (a human) starts emptying his pockets frantically. A few coppers and silvers fall out, 
then lint and a piece of string.
Eric:
Eric shakes his head at the whole proceeding.
Sarachim:
He stares at the mold. "What?"
Eric:
(I'm laughing here so much as this scene!)
Wybren:
"It's for a good cause!"
Sarachim:
Thuja and Bafon look on silently.
Leitha:
I scoop up the money, and walk away counting it.
Xiriatl:
"It's magic mold. Was growing on one of your boats."
"We were wondering if you knew about it."
"Don't eat it. Well, you can if you want. I don't care."
Eric:
LOL!!!
Sarachim:
He stares at Xiriatl. "What?"
Xiriatl:
"The mold. It's not edible, we've worked out that much."
Gramzon:
I walk up to the pirate so that I can grab him if he tries to run.
Wybren:
"Eva, Xiriatl, stop confusing the poor man. Priorities, people, c'mon."
Sarachim:
The two pirates with the boat reach shallow water. They abandon it and run.
Leitha:
I spin around
Eric:
(Here, it's magic don't mold. Don't it eat. Yarrgh-I-am-a-servant-of-truth!)
Leitha:
"Priorities are right. This is NOT 30 gold."
Eva Roe:
"This mold was on your boat. Where did it come from?"
"And don't make me ask again."
Sarachim:
The pirate is numb with shock and horror. "What?"
Xiriatl:
"I'm guessing the mold isn't meant to be growing there."
Gramzon:
"You say anything other then "What?"" I grin.
Wybren:
("Yo dawg, I know we just killed your cousin, and your brother-in-law is getting devoured by 
piranhas, but we just gotta know 'bout this mold.")
Gramzon:
(hahah)
Sarachim:
He stares at Gramzon's bloody face and shakes his head.
Wybren:
(We are soooo not the functional party any more.)
Xiriatl:
"Perhaps I gave him a brain injury with one of those rocks earlier."
Eric:
(I can't stop laughing over here...)
Leitha:
"What my comrades mean to ask is, "Do you have any valuable jewelry?""
Eva Roe:
"Fine. Where do your boats patrol?"
Eric:
(A hard rock for a hard head.)
ephesossh: 
(there are no functional parties in AIMhack)
Sarachim:
The pirate stammers some more, and turns his pockets inside-out.
Gramzon:
I glance up at the sky to see what time of day it is.
Leitha:
"Fine. Gramzy, kill him at your leisure."
Sarachim:Almost sunset. There's about an hour of daylight left.
Xiriatl:
"Wait! I have a better idea."
Eva Roe:
"No!"
Leitha:
 I check the other pirate's corpse for phat loot.
Eric:
"You going to want the other boat?"
Eric finally finds his voice.
Wybren:
"I can't believe I'm saying this, but I'm going to hang out with Thuja now." I wave at Eric, Thuja, 
and Bafon to pick me up.
Eric:
I row over to pick up...Wybie, and then we all go over to the other boat.
Gramzon:
"We need to get moving." I point at the pirate, "You can go ahead and swim across to the other 
side to get back with your friends. Tell them that I will kill every one of them if I ever see them 
again."
Sarachim:
Thuja shrugs, and helps Wybren into the boat.
Xiriatl:
I look sternly at the pirate. "If you want to live, here's what you're going to do. Listen carefully, 
because I'll be able to tell if you don't do it. Head to the top of this mountain, where you'll find an 
elf. Avoid going too close to the river, but make as much noise as possible so he knows you're 
coming. When you get there, warn him that there's an army approaching from the north."
Eric:
"You guys, help me right this boat."
Xiriatl:
I point over to the mountain to the west.
Eric:
We flip over the pirates' boat.
Xiriatl:
(It's still to the west, right? We haven't got all turned around?)
Sarachim:
The pirate looks from Gramzon to Xiriatl, confused, and runs off to the west.
(Still west.)
Gramzon:
"That works too."
Eva Roe:
I hold the vial, seething.
Sarachim:
Eric, Wybren, Thuja and Bafon right the other boat successfully. It's still got its oars.
Leitha:
"You can thank me later, everybody."
Gramzon:
I walk over to the waters edge and wash my face and cloths and spit a lot.
Leitha:
I head to the boat with Thuja et al.
Xiriatl:
"With any luck, he'll get himself killed by Vurziveh on the way up."
 I head back to the boat.
Eva Roe:
I grab the piece of string, then head back to the boat.
Eric:
I use my halberd to ruin the first (moldy) boat, so no one can follow us.
Then we cross back in our new, bigger boat.
Sarachim:
Okay, it's broken.
Wybren:
"You got us into this, my dear. Only fair you help deal with the problem."
Eric:
And pick up the rest of the party.
Sarachim:
You bring the new boat over to the others.
Gramzon:
"Blah, I hate having to use my fangs as a weapon."
Sarachim:
Thuja: "Are you guys like this all the time?"
Eric:
"We used to be more competent."
"Apparently this just isn't our day."
Leitha:
"Hey, I can't help if I like to take a more proactive role, Wybie. Saved having to fight the whole 
crew though, didn't it?"
Sarachim:
Thuja doesn't answer. He groans and takes an oar.
Eric:
As soon as everyone is aboard, we start rowing again.
"Get on, you can quibble once we're moving again.”
Gramzon:
Once I'm cleaned up and tuck my dagger back into my belt and climb abroad the new boat and 
take up an oar
Eric:
"Someone keep watch."
Leitha:
"Oh. Okay."
Eric:
(Also, now drinking tea; can't help but think of Gramzon)
Leitha:I do so. :p
Eva Roe:
I idly play with Patches using the piece of string.
Wybren:
(@triumph: Same, actually.)
Sarachim:
Okay. With more of you rowing, this boat goes much faster. You cut through the water. As the 
sun sets and the moon starts to rise, you leave the mangroves behind. The water gets fresher, and 
the ground turns grassy and solid.
Gramzon:
I look around the boat, "Wait a minute, where's my spear!?!"
Sarachim:
"Oh, here!" Bafon hands Gramzon his spear.
Gramzon:
I a look of relief come across my face, "Thank you Bafon, I will share tea with you later for you 
kindness."
Sarachim:
Bafon shivers a little, and looks away.
Xiriatl:
"I don't think he likes tea."
Sarachim:
The river is wide and slow, and you make good time up it. After two hours, you've left the 
swamps far behind.
Wybren:
"Actually, I think you need to clean your teeth. You've got a little meat there-ish."
Gramzon:
I pick at my teeth and spit in the water.
Sarachim:
The ground rises on either side of the river as you go, making a small valley.
Gramzon:
"A spear is so much more civilized for killing. I really hate having to use my other defenses for 
it."
Eva Roe:
I lean forward. "You alright, Leitha?"
Leitha:
"Why wouldn't I be?"
Eva Roe:
I point to her injuries.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. I guess we keep heading up this river until the current becomes too strong."
Leitha:
(did i take damage whilst away? i should be at 14, right?)
Wybren:
"Anyway. You find out anything about these pirates? Don't suppose there was much small talk 
with them, but still..."
Eva Roe:
(16. We regained 2 health whilst resting)
Sarachim:
(Right.)
Eric:
"If someone will take the oar, I can try to treat your injuries."
Xiriatl:
(Well, you got hit in the last fight.)
Eva Roe:
"Or, you know, I could do it, since I've nothing better to do anyway."
Leitha:
(right. I had me down at 20, took 6 damage, so 14. and at 2 stamina)
Sarachim:
(You regained 3/3 from resting before you got here.)
Leitha:
"I just got the impression they didn't have my money, to be fair. They didn't say anything else, 
though they did not like being called "pirates", which is kind of dumb considering."
Sarachim:
(So actually, you're at 15.)
Wybren:
"Well, to be fair, we don't really like being called 'assassins'. Which is what we are, most of the 
time."
Leitha:
I stare at Wybie.
"Yeah, I suppose."
Sarachim:
After another hour, the river starts to get narrower and faster. Leitha sees a waterfall up ahead.
Xiriatl:
"It's not as if we actually need to kill Vurziveh. We could just permanently deprive him of his 
magical powers. It just so happens that killing him is the easiest way to do that."
Eric:
"I guess that's where we leave this ride."
Xiriatl:
"Unless anyone knows a very powerful levitation spell, yes."
Wybren:
"That, or portage."
Eric:
"Killing murderers hardly qualifies as assassination."
Sarachim:
The waterfall is flanked by a steep cliff on either side, about 50 feet high.
Leitha:
"Hold on tight, I guess?"
Xiriatl:
"Who here has rope and is good at climbing?"
Eric:"You have to ask?"
Wybren:
(heh)
Xiriatl:
"I suppose not."
Leitha:
"There are no trees!"
Eric:
I look for a place to pull the boat ashore.
Sarachim:
The river widens into a small pool at the cliff's base. You find an easy place to pull it ashore.
Gramzon:
"My rope is gone but I can climb."
Eric:
I search for supplies the boat that pirates might have left.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
...
Sarachim:
You don't find any. Whatever they had in here, it must've fallen out when the boat flipped over.
Eric:
Nevermind. No rope here.
Eva Roe:
"I might be able to conjure up some rope... assuming my spellcasting sorts itself out."
Xiriatl:
"Fifty feet of it? Good luck."
Eric:
I leave the boat and look for any kind of trail or path or climbing hand-holds.
Gramzon:
"Little more then fifty feet, safe to be on the long side."
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Sarachim:
Eric can't find anything. The cliff's probably climbable, but there's no shortcut.
Leitha:
"Oh, come on, follow me."
Leitha:
I begin climbing the wall.
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Xiriatl:
Before I start, I cast Vision and try to get a good view of the cliff to see what part is easiest to 
climb.
Eric:
I climb too. (roll?)
Xiriatl:thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Gramzon:
I look to Eva, "I think I could carry you up if you need, but someone will need to carry my stuff 
up then."
Sarachim:
Xiriatl sees some useful holds, and yells advice up to Leitha. With this, she is able to make her 
way slowly but surely up.
Yes, roll if you're climbing.
Eric:
I take some of Gramzon's gear.
Then I roll to climb.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Wybren:
I look at Eva. "Think you'll be able to get up on your own. I could help out, in my own way."
Eric:
...
Xiriatl:
(Oh God.)
Eric:
I should not play Eric.
Sarachim:
(Wow, this is horrible.)
Eric:
Third critfail of the night.
Xiriatl:
I follow Leitha up using the footholds I saw.
Leitha:
I look around once I'm at the top.
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Gramzon:
(Not my new tea pot!)
Wybren:
(Though really, I should be inspiring Eric, not Eva.)
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Eva Roe:
"Maybe..."
Sarachim:
Eric makes it about 20 feet up, then loses his hold on a mossy rock. He falls, but luckily he lands 
on Gramzon's bedroll and only takes 2 damage.
Eva Roe:
"I'll be honest, climbing is not my forte."
Leitha:
(Looking for any long vines, or anything to aid the climbers first and foremost, but also anything 
useful/tools/loot)
Eva Roe:
"And that," I point at Eric, "does not inspire confidence."
Gramzon:
"Hope on Eva, I know what I am doing."
I bend down so she can climb on my back.
Eric:
I groan. Then I try to climb again.
Eva Roe:
"...yikes." I climb on Gramzon.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eric:
...
Eva Roe:
(...)
Gramzon:
(Can I take ten?)
Wybren:
"Well, good luck Gramzon. We all know you're a good climber." Inspiring Tale on Gramzon.
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
(You want my help, Triumph? Probably not.)
Leitha:
"Everybody. Er. You need to climb down."
Xiriatl:
"What's wrong?"
Sarachim:
Xiriatl makes his way up slowly and steadily. Eric misses his hold again, and makes no progress.
Leitha:
"Really. Just stop climbing."
Gramzon:
I stand at the base with Eva on my back at look up to Lana to see what’s going on.
Xiriatl:
I stop. "Tell us what's going on!"
Eric:
I twiddle my thumbs.
Leitha:
"There's an old, er, friend. And he doesn't want us to go on. So don't climb, okay?"
Eva Roe:
I remain attached to Gramzon. "Well this is not awkward in any way, shape, or form..."
Xiriatl:
"What's that supposed to mean? We have to get up there!"
Sarachim:
Clover appears at the top of the cliff. He is pointing a single, glowing finger at Leitha, whose 
head is just past the top of the cliff.
Sarachim:
"You'd better do as she says."
Gramzon:
"If you say so." I let Eva back down off my back.
Xiriatl:
"Hey, Gramzon? This one's your fault."
Eva Roe:
"Clover!"
Eric:
I remain at the bottom, but I look for a rock to throw.
Sarachim:
"I do not care for that name!"
Wybren:
"Coloviristineit! Buddy! Got tired of massacring people who can't fight back?"
Sarachim:
Eric can see a rock, but he can't pick it up without Clover seeing.
Gramzon:
"Yes, but everyone is free to make there own choices in this life. Nothing is fated."
Sarachim:
"They were all soldiers, and so am I. Luckily, you're only mercenaries, or you'd be dead."
Gramzon:
I nod my head at that statement. "Thank you."
Eric:
I set Gramzon's gear on the ground. Atop the rock. Then reach down to shift it. And covertly grab 
the rock.
Xiriatl:
I call up to him. "You know, it's only fair to warn you that there's an entire crew of pirates 
making their way up this mountain. They, uh, might have been led to believe that Vurziveh was 
trying to rob them. If I were you, I'd head down there right now to stop them."
Sarachim:
That'd be Thievery, Triumph.
Xiriatl:
(Should I roll for the bluff?)
Eric:
(How about stealth?)
Sarachim:
"I can see for miles from up here, you idiot."
Leitha:
"So, what happens now then?"
Sarachim:
(Hmm. Okay, stealth.)
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Eric:
...
Wybren:
(whee)
Eric:
I should just row boats, and nothing else.
Sarachim:
With his free hand, Clover fires a warning shot at Eric. It obliterates his rock.
"Now, listen."
Xiriatl:
How high above the ground am I right now?
Eric:
(I can't critfail listening, can I?)
Gramzon:
(roll it.)
Eric:
...
Sarachim:
"Last time we all met, I made you an offer, which you foolishly ignored. Now I will make it 
again, from a better bargaining position."
(About 25 feet, Lilith)
"So, here it is: join king Vurziveh, and help him bring peace to the islands. You'll be well 
rewarded in whatever way you like best. Plus, you'll probably survive."
Eva Roe:
I head over to Gramzon and whisper something.
Sarachim:
"Refuse, and I will blow your friend off this cliff."
Wybren:
Flatly: "Islands."
Xiriatl:
"We're not interested in these islands. We're interested in Riole, and your 'king' is destroying it."
Sarachim:
 (Roll Stealth if you want to do it unnoticed, Nioca.)
Xiriatl:
"Oh, that's a good point. Just how many islands are we talking here?"
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Eric:
...
Eva Roe:
...
Eric:
That is SO wrong.
Wybren:
(You'd better whisper something awesome.)
Xiriatl:
(Good time for a crit. Wish you'd tried to attack. :P)
Sarachim:
"You don't understand. His majesty has already sent to demand Riole's surrender. And, when 
they do, he will use his vast power to heal it. And then to strengthen it."
Leitha:
"Just to be clear, you *aren't* really going to kill me, right?"
Sarachim:
"Not unless one of you does something stupid. Which, based on your past actions, seems kind of 
likely."
Eva Roe:
(...naturally, Rowen seems to be away at the moment.)
Xiriatl:
I whisper a prayer to Tanann to make Clover's magic misfire.
Gramzon:
"How is beating innocent people into submitting to your will a show of good faith?"
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Leitha:
"Oh. Well, just remember that they sorta hate me. Killing me won't stop them."
Wybren:
"Anyway, I want to get this straight. The dust storms weren't accidental. They were a deliberate 
act of war. Am I correct?"
Leitha:
(whisper) "But if you promise not to blast me right now, I am so on your side. Really."
Sarachim:
"Yes. A legitimate war, with a just outcome. The other cities on Koros will surrender as well, and 
then there will be peace."
Xiriatl:
While Clover is busy talking, I cast Instinct.
Eric:
"I warned you before. Sliros doesn't take kindly to oath breakers. Or murderers. Or bullies. Nor 
do I. Neither of us is impressed with your generous offer."
Gramzon:
"War does not ring peace. Look at what it has done to this island, to the people, your people."
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Sarachim:
"Like I said, Eric, this is war. It was my duty as a prisoner of war to do my best to escape, and to 
fight for my side. You would do the same."
Wybren:
"I see." I keep talking to Colo, trying to buy time. "Y'know, I've met a lot of petty tyrants in my 
time. And you know what? A lot of the time, I've been fine with letting them do their stuff."
Sarachim:
"Ah, yes, Wybren. The seasoned adventurer. I knew I could count on you."
Wybren:
"As long as they stay on their own little islands, only harming the people who choose to stay under their rule, that's fine."
Sarachim:
"Leave your weapons behind and join me up here, if you want to take my side."
Gramzon:
"Coloviristineit, no, you are better then this. Better then the war. I know it. I've seen it in your 
eyes."
Wybren:
"But's it's when you bastards take the fight to the innocents that I really get upset. I lost a father to 
bastards like you before."
Eric:
"Perhaps you're right. But how do you justify conquering other islands, other cities? What right 
do you have? Force has appropriate uses, but self-aggrandizement is not one of them."
Wybren:
"In a way, I'd like to thank you. You're reminding me of one of the reasons why I got into the 
trade in the first place."
Eric:
"What has Vurziveh promised you? Why do you do you his bidding?"
Sarachim:
"It will be for the best, in the long run. This is the last war. And when it's over, the King will be 
able to bring prosperity everywhere."
"And I help him because I believe in that."
Xiriatl:
"Not bloody likely!" I unfold my wings and spend 2 Stamina points to push off the side of the 
cliff with all my strength, grab the vial of acid from my belt pouch, sling it into Clover's face 
from mid-air, attempt to glide down safely to earth, and pray that I roll a 20 on this insane 
gambit.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Wybren:
"We're going past you, Coloviristineit. One way or the other. You get to choose which way. 
Remember, I put you down once."
Eric:
...
Wybren:
"I can do it agai-"
Xiriatl:
(Well, at least it's not a 1.)
Eric:
(We'll we succeeded at keeping him talking)
Sarachim:
Colo couldn't see Xiriatl from above, and wasn't looking at the right time. The acid hits him in 
the face. He screams and shoots off a bolt of fire at Leitha, but it goes wide.
Xiriatl falls hard to the ground, taking 5 damage.
Xiriatl:
"Ugh. It was... worth it. I hope."
Leitha:
As soon as Colo fires, I leap up and wrestle Colo to the ground. 1 stamina
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
(dammit)
Wybren:
"Yes!" I launch into a vicious Battlesong, 1 stamina (Enchantment):
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Eva Roe:
"Crap!"
Sarachim:
Leitha grapples with Clover at the cliff's edge, but he slips out of her hold.
Eric:
I administer first aid to Xir.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Ha!
Sarachim:
Wybren's song inspires you all, and Eric patches Xir up for 4.
Gramzon:
(So Leitha is not falling right?)
Sarachim:
(No, she's on the cliff now.)
Eva Roe:
I fire a Sunbeam up at Clover.
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
(Gah!)
Xiriatl:
"Leitha, get his back to the cliff so we've got a clear shot!"
Gramzon:
I grab my pack and tuck my spear into it and then clime the cliff spending 2 stamina and my 
perk.
Sarachim:
Eva's sunbeam catches Clover in his already-burning eyes. He stumbles backward.
Roll to climb.
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Leitha:
I charge forward and shove Clover off the cliff, taking care not to fall myself. :p
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Eva Roe:
...
Whoa.
Xiriatl:
(That was a really good time to roll a crit.)
Eric:...
Wybren:
(In the end, it doesn't matter how many critfails you make, as long as you make one good 20.)
Eric:
(Suddenly the party seems functional again)
Sarachim:
Gramzon makes it up to the top, just as Leitha charges Clover. He shoots fire right into her face, 
dealing 7 damage but not slowing her down. In one, fluid motion, she trips Clover and pushes 
him backward, off the cliff.
He lands with a thud on his back, and slowly gets to his feet.
Gramzon:
(O.O)
Leitha:
"Finish him!" I scream.
Xiriatl:
"How are you still alive after that?" I sling a stone at his head from close range.
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Wybren:
(Time to climb down again, Rowen.)
Sarachim:
Before he can get his bearings, Xiriatl's stone hits him in the chest, making him stagger 
backwards.
Eva Roe:
I freeze Clover with Arcatan's Frost.
Wybren:
"Nuh-uh." I load a bolt and fire. (Martial):
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Eric:
...Wow, Nioca.
Eva Roe:
(I guess I finally built up some good luck)
Sarachim:
Clover barely ducks Wybren's bolt, but that just puts him in the path of Eva's spell. His skin 
seems to turn frosty, and he stumbles again.
Xiriatl:
"We're not letting you go this time!"
Eric:
(Is it my turn to move again?)
Sarachim:
Thuja advances with his axe, and swings. Clover dodges it, and then dodges Bafon's knife-thrust.
Gramzon:
I jump from the cliff down onto Colo with my spear pointed down at him to land on him.
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Wybren:
(That's a fifty foot drop, dude.)
Xiriatl:
"You know, just because I jumped off a cliff doesn't mean I intended for it to become a 
fashion..."
Eva Roe:
(brb)
Sarachim:
Gramzon hurtles to the ground, directly above the oblivious Colo. Then Colo steps to the side to 
dodge, and Gramzon hits the ground. He takes 15 damage.
Eva Roe:
(Holy hell.)
mageantonius: 
(that's got to be somekind of record)
Eric:
...
Sarachim:
(Amazingly, Gramzon is still in relatively good health, on account of being Gramzon. :P)
Eric's still got a move, right?
Eva Roe:
(Seems so)
Gramzon:
I look at Colo and roar, anger in my eyes.
Eric:
(I wasn't sure; I healed XIr earlier, but I couldn't tell if we got to a new round)
Sarachim:
That was before Clover fell, right? This round started with Leitha throwing him.
Eric:
Eric whips his halberd around and attacks Colo.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
...
(Not that it matters)
Eva Roe:
(And this is the story of how Gramzon and Xiriatl invented base jumping :P )
Eric:
(Yes!)
Sarachim:
Clover leaps into the air, dodging Eric's halberd. Drops of blood hit the ground in his path.
Xiriatl:
(At least I had wings and a good reason to do it. :P)
Sarachim:
Clover, badly hurt, raises both hands above his head. In his cry of pain and rage, you can just 
make out a spell. Lightning strikes everywhere around you. Roll saves.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Sarachim:
(Except Nikki, Leitha's still on the cliff.)
Leitha:
(woo)
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Wybren:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Xiriatl:
(oww)
Gramzon:
(Jump down and join us. :P)
Eric:
(This is just wrong.)
Leitha:
(15 damage would put me on... - 7. No thanks. :p)
Wybren:
(So Gramzon, the dude covered in metal, gets the best save.)
Eva Roe:
(And that's assuming you got a decent roll)
Sarachim:
Eric is struck by lightning for 9, Wybren for 9, Eva for 6, and Xiriatl for 3. Gramzon is unhurt.
Gramzon:
How high is he in the air?
Sarachim:
He's on the ground.
He jumped, he didn't fly.
Eva Roe:
I stagger.
Eric:
I lean heavily on my halberd and gasp.
Gramzon:
In that case I just run my spear into his chest.
Gramzon:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Xiriatl:
I sling another stone right at his temple. I am a stone temple pilot.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Eva Roe:
(Aura of Life's looking pretty good right now. Too bad I don't have it.)
Sarachim:
Gramzon hits Clover in the chest, nearly knocking him off his feet. Xiriatl's stone misses.
Gramzon:
"I trusted you!" I bellow out at Colo.
Leitha:
I look for a rock to throw at Colo.
Xiriatl:
(Glad I didn't roll that 5 on the first attack...)
Eric:
"We may not ways win, but Sliros does," I say softly as I attack Colo.
Eric:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Sarachim:
Bafon's knife misses. Thuja chops Clover with the flat of his axe.
Leitha:
(haha, yay Thuja's axe!)
Sarachim:
Leitha finds a rock easily.
Wybren:
I twitch, and stop singing for a brief moment. Then I hazily reload, aim, and fire. (Martial)
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Leitha:
Okay, aiming at Colo's head.
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Sarachim:
Eric brings the blade of his halberd down on Clover's head, knocking him to one knee. Wybren's 
shot hits. Leitha's rock misses.
Eva Roe:
"I'm not sorry to have spared your life, Clover. But I have no problem with ending it now." I 
freeze Clover with Arcatan's Frost again.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
(...)
(Maybe I should have stuck with the sunbeam)
Sarachim:
Eva's spell only grazes Colo, but that's still more than he can take. He staggers one more time, 
and finally falls.
Eric:
I sit down on a rock and pant.
Xiriatl:
"... Is he dead? I don't want to take any chances."
Eva Roe:
I breath heavily for a moment, winded.
Sarachim:
He looks like he fell off a cliff and then got beaten by seven angry people.
Gramzon:
I stab is lifeless form crying and screaming "I believed you could change! It meant that I could 
also."
Xiriatl:
"Hey, careful with the body there, Gramzon."
Eric:
"Peace, Gramzon."
Eva Roe:
"Gramzon! Stop!"
Sarachim:
Gramzon stabs. Clover does not move. He's definitely dead now.
Wybren:
I move to retrieve my bolt, then stop when I see Gramzon go berserk.
Xiriatl:
"I bet he had a lot of magical power locked up in it. Does anyone mind if I...?" I brandish my 
knife meaningfully.
Eva Roe:
I jog forward and search the body.
(roll?)
Gramzon:
"I hate it. I hate everything. I hate all of you." I stop stabbing and walk off away from the party in 
what ever direction."
Eric:
"Gramzon, you seek to change for better. He did not."
Eric:
"You are not like him."
Sarachim:
No roll necessary. Coloveristineit wasn't carrying anything, but on closer examination you see his 
robes had lines of enchanted golden thread woven into them. They're torn in a lot of places, but a 
mage who knew how to sew could probably repair them.
Wybren:
After Gramzon clears off, I silently retrieve my two bolts.
Sarachim:
Done.
Eva Roe:
I hastily take the robes.
Eva Roe:
Then I take off after Gramzon.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Wybren:
"Well. Eva? Eric? I think you healers have your work cut out for you."
Sarachim:Gramzon wanders off behind a low hill.
Eric:
I follow after Gramzon.
Eva Roe:
I follow him.
Wybren:
"... Or you could just follow the dragonborn who probably needs some space right now. Yeah."
Wybren:
I look up at Leitha. "You need some help up there? Any wounds?"
Eric:
FA for healing Gramzon.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. This wand allows the user to control the volume of sound in the surrounding area. 
Interesting."
Sarachim:
Eva gets Clover's robes. Happily, he's wearing normal clothes underneath.
Leitha:
I glare down at the rest of the party. "I'm fine."
Xiriatl:
"Are the rest of you finished with Clover now? I'd like to get started before he goes cold."
Wybren:
(Oh, duh, you're both healing Grammy. Silly me.)
Eric:
(I'm not present)
Eva Roe:
(I'm still pursuing Gramzon)
Eric:
(how'd that FA roll result?)
Xiriatl:
Once Eva's finished removing the robes, I start taking Clover apart for anything of alchemical 
value, oblivious to the fact that the party has wandered off.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Sarachim:
You try to dissect Clover, but that's pretty much been done already. Nothing usable remains.
Wybren:
I move to Thuja and Bafon. "Thanks for the help you gave us, there. We appreciate it."
Sarachim:
Oh, sorry Triumph, I missed your roll. One sec.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. What a mess. This is what happens when they don't let you practice on fresh corpses. 'An 
outrage', they say. 'Desecrating the dead', they say. Bah. How are we supposed to learn about 
people if we can't see what's inside?"
Eva Roe:(Did Triumph and I catch up with Gramzon?)
Sarachim:
You did. Gramzon pushes you both away.
Xiriatl:
"He was just an elf, anyway."
Wybren:
"Oi!"
Sarachim:
Thuja and Bafon look away, embarassed.
Xiriatl:
I look up. "Hey, where'd everyone go?"
Eva Roe:
"Gramzon, you need to get ahold of yourself. You were not Clover. And... whatever secrets you 
have in your past, it does seem like you're trying to change."
Wybren:
"Gramzon left after he freaked out. Eva and Eric followed him."
Xiriatl:
"Oh. Anything I can do?"
Sarachim:
Bafon: "We're still here!" Thuja grunts.
Eric:
(Copy/paste)While Eric ineffectually attempts to treat Gramzon's wounds, he speaks. "In the time 
I've known you, you've repeatedly proven yourself a person of honor. One who strives to live to a 
higher standard."
"Someone else's failure cannot that away."
"Colo may have chosen a selfish path. You have not."
"What brought you here? You seek the good of your people back in Riole"
"You pass through storms and seas and death trying to protect them."
"Colo made no such sacrifices."
"But change is slow."
Eric:
"However clearly you see what you wish to be, you cannot grow into in a day."
I step back, and look to my own wounds finally.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Sarachim:
Eric manages to close some of his cuts, recovering 2 HP.
Eric:
Whispers "Eva, I could really use a powered up healing spell."
Gramzon:
"I'm the same as I've always been. I let my wife die! I. Let. Her. Die! Nothing I do will change 
that no mater how hard I try. My own gods have forsaken me because of my actions. I'm 
damned."
Wybren:
"Well, I'm guessing they'll be a while before they get back. I'm going to wash up at the river. You 
should too, Xiriatl. I don't think you realize how covered in blood you are right now."
Sarachim:
Bafon takes a small, flat piece of polished metal out of one of his pockets and looks at it. Then he 
follows Wybren to the river.
Xiriatl:
I look at my arms. "Huh. I did make a bit of a mess there, didn't I? Well, it's not as if his family is 
going to come looking for him." I head to the river.
Eva Roe:
"...I don't know what to say, Gramzon. I really don't. But I can tell you what you're doing right 
now. You're letting the people of Riole down. You're letting Kheini down. If you sit here, you're 
letting them die. You want to change?"
"Prove it."
"See this through."
Eric:
"No, Gramzon, you can't change the past. But you can change the future, and that is all the gods 
ask of us."
Sarachim:
Thuja whistles, and sits down against the cliff face. Sharky comes back and curls up with him.
Gramzon:
"I just...lets just get this over with." I walk back to the main group, head hanging.
Leitha:
I peer down at the group.
"When you're all done with the amateur dramatics, can we go? You faithful companion, the one 
you were willing to let get blasted off a 50-foot high cliff by an evil wizard, has selflessly found 
an easy route up the cliff for you. So come on."
Then I throw down a rope.
Eric:
..."Where'd you get the rope?"
Eva Roe:
I head back to the group.
"Anyone know how to sew?"
Eric:
(Also, still begging for a healing spell)
Sarachim:
Thuja drops to one knee, and lets Sharky climb onto his back. The two ascend the rope together, 
and soon reach the top.
Wybren:
When I get to the water, I start rooting through my pack. "I've got soap if anyone wants it, and a 
needle and thread. Let's see what else I've got..."
Gramzon:
I climb up behind him once I've gather my pack.
Sarachim:
Gramzon reaches the top as well.
Eva Roe:
I gather up my gear and look anxiously up the rope.
Eric:Oh, I climb too.
Eva Roe:
"Oy..."
Wybren:
"What? Augh, I've still got that snake wrapped up in the pack. Ew. Gross. Man, I thought that 
smell was Thuja."
Sarachim:
Bafon sees Eva looking up. "Oh, I'll carry you! It'll be easy!"
Eva Roe:
I wince, then start climbing the rope.
Wait.
Scratch that.
"You sure, Bafon?"
Sarachim:
"Yeah, no problem."
Xiriatl:
I take some time to wash up, then head back to the cliff and start climbing the rope.
Eva Roe:
"Okay. just tell me what to do."
Sarachim:
Eric and Xiriatl reach the top.
"Just climb on my back, and I'll go."
Wybren:
I ditch the rancid snake, wash up, and change into my spare set of less-scorched clothes. Then I 
head back to the rope and climb up. (Take ten.)
Eva Roe:
I nod, then climb on Bafon's back.
Sarachim:
Wybren makes it up. Eva climbs onto Bafon, who follows.
Halfway up, he lets go with one hand and one foot. "Hey look, I can dance!"
Eva Roe:
"Gah!"
Sarachim:
"Oh, relax, that was funny." He finishes the climb, and sets Eva down.
Leitha:
As soon as everybody is up, I gather the rope up and stash it into my bag.
Eva Roe:
Shaking slightly from Bafon's dancing, I look the party over.
Wybren:
"So, healers, we'd appreciate if you took a look at the rest of us."
Eric:
I attempt to heal whoever needs it.
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
...
Eva Roe:I nod.
(We all need it, Triumph)
Eric:
(Why couldn't I get that when I healed myself?)
Sarachim:
Eric works like a man possessed, and heals everyone (himself included) for 4.
Eva Roe:
"Alright, Leitha..." I check over her injuries. "I need you to hold very still and not panic."
Leitha:
"I can tell you what's wrong. I got blasted in the face because you lot are all damnable idiots."
"So just focus on that, please."
Eva Roe:
I murmur the incantation for Restorative Cocoon (1 stamina). (Can I take 10?)
Sarachim:
Okay, you can.
Eva Roe:
I do so.
Xiriatl:
"Hey, I jumped off a damn cliff to try and save you. Don't blame me for this."
Sarachim:
Leitha is immobilized in a gauze cocoon. On the bright side, she feels better already.
Wybren:
"Look, we appreciate what you've done. We really do," I say awkwardly.
Sarachim:
(Healed to full once it's done, in 10 minutes or so.)
Leitha:
(Can I talk, or am I completely paralysed?)
Sarachim:
You could talk.
Eva Roe:
Might be a bit muffled, though.
Sarachim:
Yeah. A lot of that damage was on your face. :P
Leitha:
:p
Wybren:
"Huh. That's a new one, Eva."
Sarachim:
Bafon: "I think we could use a rest, don't you?"
Eva Roe:
"Yeah. It's very useful. I learned it from another healer after he used it on me."
Xiriatl:
"It wouldn't hurt. I'm still a bit tired and shaken after all that."
Leitha:
"You tried to save me, lacewing? Ha! You were only interested in defending your goddamned honour and valour and all that crap."
Xiriatl:
"And we're, what, a full day ahead of the army?"
Leitha:
(gah, i type way too slow :p)
Xiriatl:
"Did somebody slip the emotion-amplifying ring on as a prank or is everyone just in a bad mood 
for no reason?"
Eva Roe:
For everyone else, can I use my free heals for the day and take ten on them?
Sarachim:
Hmm. Yes, you could.
Eva Roe:
I do that, then.
Sarachim:
It'd take a while, but on the bright side, Leitha will be done by then. :P
Eva Roe:
I'd roll, but I'm still not comfortable with the dice.
Wybren:
"Heh. Xiriatl's right. We're so close to Vurziveh, people. Let's keep it together for a little longer."
Eva Roe:
(Heh, it sounds like you're talking about Leitha like some sort of baking pastry. :P )
Sarachim:
Eva works slowly and carefully, and heals everyone for 5. Thuja and Bafon are back to full 
strength.
Wybren:
"That said, getting a magical bolt to the face doesn't do wonders for one's mood."
Xiriatl:
(Woo, back to full health for the first time in, what, 3 sessions?)
Xiriatl:
(Still at 1 stamina, though. :P)
Eric:
(Still down by 5 here)
Wybren:
(25/26; 6/10. Pretty good, healers; thanks.)
Eva Roe:
"If you guys are tired, Patches and I can take a watch. I'd like to see if I can't maybe sew this robe 
back together."
Leitha:
"I'll watch too."
Eric:
An exhausted Eric nods off.
Wybren:
"Xiratl, did you get a chance to look at that wand?"
Eric:(All that rowing...)
Sarachim:
(Heh.)
Xiriatl:
"Yes. It can amplify or suppress sound in the surrounding area."
Xiriatl:
"We could use it to help keep ourselves stealthy as we climbed, I suppose."
Gramzon:
I gather my stuff and move a little ways away from the party and then roll out my bedroll under 
some cover and go to sleep.
Sarachim:
Eric and Gramzon both fall asleep.
Wybren:
"Huh. There is that. Who could use it? You or Eva?"
Eva Roe:
"Wybren, can I see that needle and thread?"
Xiriatl:
"Eva's welcome to have it if she wants it."
Xiriatl:
"As for me... well, as tired as I am, if we're going to be fighting Vurziveh I think I'd better make a 
last couple of potions tonight."
Wybren:
"What? Oh, sure. Give me a second." I pull it out and hand it over. "So long as I get it back."
Eva Roe:
"Don't worry. If I break it, I'll summon a new one."
Xiriatl:
"If anyone wants a stimulant, I'm going to have two to spare." I set up my alchemical kit and start 
work on a healing salve and a stimulant.
Xiriatl:
(Should I roll for it now or next session?)
Sarachim:
Roll it now.
Xiriatl:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Sarachim:
Xiriatl gets to work.
Anyone who's watching, roll perception.
Eva Roe:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Leitha:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xiriatl:
"I've got a dose of protective oil, too. Hmm..."
Eva Roe:
Patches is keeping watch with me.
Eva Roe:
Also, should I roll for sewing?
Wybren:
Guess I went to sleep, then, with two watchers.
(Or wait, were they both watching at once, or in succession. I can do watch if need be.)
Sarachim:
In succession, I thought.
Eva Roe:
Yeah, that's what I thought too.
Leitha:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Sarachim:
Nah, no roll for sewing. You do the job doing your watch.
Eva Roe:
...Whoa.
Leitha:
:D
Eva Roe:
Damn, after that first fumble, Leitha is on fire!
Xiriatl:
I hope that roll was for something important. :P
Sarachim:
Okay. The night passes uneventfully for the sleeper. Xiriatl succeeds with both his potions. You 
wake up again just after dawn, feeling refreshed by the air up here. (Cutscene:)
Sarachim:
In daylight, you have a good view from here to the north and west. West, you can see 
Blasfjelkone, glittering as the sun creeps down its side. You spirits fall as you realize you have 
come less than halfway from the ocean, and that the ground rises ever steeper ahead. In some 
places, you can see sheer cliffs. It'll take more than the two days you have to go that far.
North, you can faintly make out the remains of a black cloud in the sky, just about to be burned 
off by the sun. Lightning strikes underneath it every few minutes. At its edges, the sharper-eyed 
among you can faintly make out birds of all kinds, flying as fast as they can in every direction 
away from it.
Thuja is already awake, and pacing nervously some distance away.
(Go.)
Eva Roe:
"What's going on?"
Leitha:
"That lightning cloud was going off all night, too."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Is that where Vurziveh is...?"
Gramzon:
I gather my stuff and eat some of my food and water not looking at the sky or anyone else.
Eric:
"Huh. We weren't able to sail up the river nearly as far we planned."
Xiriatl:
"We'd better make good time today, then."
Leitha:
"Oh, also, sorry about yesterday Xir. I know you didn't mean for me to get blasted. Here's your 20 
silver."
I hand over the money with a massive smirk on my face.
Eva Roe:
I quickly make some coffee.
Xiriatl:
"Not a problem. Anyway, I had to do something..." I take the coins.
Leitha:
"So, what's the plan?"
Eric:
I eat, and then get ready to head out.
Xiriatl:
(That roll. It was to pick X's pocket, wasn't it. -_-)
Sarachim:
Eva brews coffee. It smells great.
Wybren:
(Can Wybren do the equivalent of a Sense Motive on Leitha?)
Eva Roe:
I pour some and look at the robes I was working on last night.
Sarachim:
Bafon wakes up groggily, then cries out in dismay. "We'll never get that far in time."
Xiriatl:
(How much HP/STM did we all recover?)
Sarachim:
3/3 for all.
Xiriatl:
Sweet.
Sarachim:
Thuja approaches you. For the first time since you've met him, his voice lacks its angry 
confidence. His eyes do not meet yours.
Leitha:
(im full hp, right?)
Sarachim:
"Guys, what if I had a way we could get there much faster? What would you say to that?"
Xiriatl:
"Thuja? Worried about something?"
"... what's your plan?"
Gramzon:
(I'm at full/full now then?)
Sarachim:
(Not quite, Rowen. I have you at 49/52)
(Leitha, yes, full.)
"It's, well, sort of a short cut." He takes a small trinket from his pocket, and fingers it idly.
Xiriatl:
"What's the catch?"
Eric:
I look at Thuja. "We already used a dolphin-propelled underwater boat. We're unconventional."
"What do you suggest?"
Sarachim:
"Well, it could be dangerous. To you all, I mean. And we're likely to encounter some idiots."
Eric:
(Also, Eric is at 36/38, right?)
Xiriatl:
"Everything has been dangerous to us so far. That's nothing new."
Sarachim:
(I have 37/38.)
Wybren:
"Business as usual."
Xiriatl:
"And everyone is an idiot to you. Again, nothing new."
Sarachim:
"So you're for it, then?"
Xiriatl:
"I'd like to hear the plan first."
Eric:
I nod.
Eva Roe:
"We've come this far."
Sarachim:
"This thing makes a portal to. . . someplace else. There's, there's a guy who can make portals. We 
go, track him down, and have him drop us right on Vurziveh's head."
Xiriatl:
"So the portal is dangerous, then?"
Sarachim:
"Probably."
Leitha:
"...and what happens if we don't find this other person?"
Eric:
Eric's eyes widen.
"Someone who makes portals???"
Sarachim:
"We'll find him. He has a way of turning up whenever it would piss me off."
Eric:
"Take us to him."
"Please!"
Wybren:
I raise an eyebrow at Eric.
Eric:
I look at Xir. "You were right about him."
Xiriatl:
"Well, that's one mystery solved. I told you my divination worked."
Eva Roe:
"Well... what are we waiting for?"
Sarachim:
"All right." Thuja twirls the trinket around his finger one more time, and drops it to the ground, 
The air above it starts to shimmer like that over a fire. Thuja steps into the shimmering air, and is 
gone.
Wybren:
"Well. I don't say this often, but I've never seen something like that before."
Sarachim:
His voice drifts back to you. "Don't say I didn't warn you. . . "
End session.
